the system of the demonstrative pronouns in Classical arabic (Ca), on which that of Modern Standard arabic (MSa) is based, is distance-oriented and has been described as a two-term (proximal-distal) or three-term (proximal-medial-distal) system. a characteristic feature of the subsystem of the distal demonstratives in Ca was that it had a suffix indicating the gender and number of the addressee(s). within the subsystem of distal demonstratives, the dual form has not been described in a unanimous way: authors do not agree as to its form, some give more than one, others do not mention the issue, while according to some descriptions this form does not exist at all. In MSa texts, the function of the dual distal demonstrative is, however, sometimes carried out by a form which according to Ca rules should be used when a singular object is pointed to and two persons are being addressed. this means that some users of MSa have reinterpreted the Ca indicator of a dual addressee, -kumā, as the indicator of the duality of the object pointed to.
the grammar of Modern Standard arabic (MSa), although rooted in -and to many idealistic arabs identical with - that of Classical arabic (Ca) described by medieval arabic grammarians, has undergone substantial modifications. Some contemporary, especially western, arabists try to do justice to new phenomena in this language in a descriptive way, like for instance el-ayouBi et al. (2003) and Badawi et al. (2004) , while others, notably arab philologists take a normative stance and either do not pay attention to innovations or dismiss them as errors. It is therefore important to record new tendencies in MSa and describe them, taking into account descriptions of related elements in the classical or classicizing normative literature. It is easy to observe that the usage presented or recommended in normative works frequently does not tally with what is employed in real texts, that the real language has, in some respects, severed itself from the canonical rules and developed new ones. It seems that this is often the case when canonical grammatical rules are relatively complex, like for instance those governing the syntax of numerals, or when a particular marcin michalski form is rarely used. arguably, the latter concerns the dual form of the distal demonstrative, which, apart from its classical forms, has ones which, to my knowledge, have not yet been identified in scholarly literature. the new forms might obviously be considered an error and therefore not taken into account by linguists and philologists, however, they are too widespread to be neglected. In some writers' texts they have supplanted the canonical forms. In this paper it will be shown how the issue of the dual distal demonstrative has been treated in (mostly normative) classicizing arabic grammars and by (mostly descriptive) western arabists. then, examples of the non-canonical dual distal demonstrative from MSa texts will be adduced and the form will be discussed.
ClaSSICIzIng aRaBIC gRaMMaRS
there is little agreement in twentieth-century classicizing arabic grammars as to what the system of the demonstratives looks like. according to ḤaSan (n.d.) , an authoritative and acknowledged grammar of arabic, the demonstratives are divided with respect to (i) the number and gender of the object pointed to and (ii) its distance. all demonstratives can be reduced to basic, simple forms (with no affixes) inflecting for number and gender. these are presented in table 1 (all tabular representations in this paper are mine). ḏā ḏī, ḏih, ḏihi, ḏihī, ḏāt, tī, tā, tih, tihi, tihī 
as regards the dual forms, which are of interest to us here, two things must be observed. First, they inflect for case, unlike the singular and plural pronouns. Second, the dual demonstratives have synonymous variants with geminated n (ḤaSan n.d.: 323).
2 the second division is with respect to distance.
3 ḤaSan distinguishes three distances: proximity (al-qurb), mediality (at-tawassuṭ), and remoteness (al-buʻd) (n.d: 322 and 324) . the evaluation of the distance, as Ḥasan writes, depends on "the general custom" (al-ʻurf aš-šā'iʻ) prevailing between the speaker and his or her interlocutor(s) (p. 322, fn. 1) . It is not said who or what is the point of reference when determining the distance but it may be supposed that it is the speaker (some grammars state this explicitly). the arabic three-term system as presented by Ḥasan belongs to the "distance oriented" systems, i.e. those in which the basic semantic distinctions of the pronouns are ones of relative distance from the speaker (cf. andErSon & keenan 1985: 282) . 4 we will not be concerned here with the question if this 1 other arab grammarians enumerate less forms, for instance al-hāšiMī gives only tā, tī, tihi, ḏī, ḏihi for the feminine (n.d.: 94) and al-Ġalāyīnī only ḏih and tih (2002: 95) .
2 ḤaSan describes them as forms "with y vocalized with a" (tataḥarrak al-yā' bi-l-fatḥa) and adduces explicitly on p. 344, fn. 2.
3 according to another opinion, represented by the classical grammarian iBn Ǧinnī (d. 1002), the demonstratives divide into those pointing to present objects (li-l-ḥāḍir) and those pointing to absent ones (li-l-ġā'ib, 1988: 78) . 4 another type is "person oriented", in which the middle term "marks objects as being in some sense close to or three-distance division was really observed in Ca or is observed in MSa (for the latter see el-ayouBi et al. 2003: 69-78) . For pointing to close objects the simple pronouns listed in table 1 are used, which can be preceded by hā-(ḤaSan n.d.: 327), resulting in commonly used proximal demonstratives: hāḏā and hāḏihi for the singular, hāḏāni and hātāni for the dual, and hā'ulā'i for the plural.
Medial objects, i.e. those situated somewhere between close and remote, are pointed to by means of some proximal pronouns, namely: ḏā, tī, tā, ḏī, and ulā'i, expanded by the suffix indicating mediality (al-ḥarf ad-dāll ʻalā at-tawassuṭ) , which is the -k-called kāf al-ẖiṭāb al-ḥarfiyya 'suffixal k of address' or ḥarf ẖiṭāb 'suffix of address' (ḤaSan n.d.: 324-325, discussed in more detail in Section 4).
Finally, the distal demonstratives, i.e. those which point to remote objects, are formed by means of two affixes: the so-called lām al-buʻd 'the l of remoteness', i.e. the affix -l-, which must be followed by the kāf al-ẖiṭāb al-ḥarfiyya . not every basic demonstrative accepts the lām al-buʻd. It is accepted by the singular masculine demonstrative ḏā (from which ḏālika results), the feminine tī, tā, ḏī (Ḥasan adduces only one result: tilka) and the plural ulā (which results in ulālika), but not by the dual demonstratives (pp. 326-327).
5 Consequently, the three-distance system presented by Ḥasan is defective: there is no dual distal demonstrative. this system can be presented as follows (suffix -ka in the medial form indicates one male addressee): t a b l e 2. Dual demonstratives according to ḤaSan (n.d.) proximal
none the systems of the demonstrative pronouns presented by other classicizing arab authors differ from Ḥasan's and tend to be less detailed. In what follows, I will concentrate on the problem of the dual forms and, then, the kāf al-ẖiṭāb.
Below, 
5
Ḥasan does not explain why this is so nor if and how one could express the meaning of a dual distal demonstrative in some other way. Further on he remarks that since the dual has no distal forms (and since the feminine distal forms are identical to the medial ones), some grammarians argue that there is only a two-term division into proximal and distal, without the medial (the medial forms merging with the distal ones) (ḤaSan n.d.: 331). lp liii (2) marcin michalski ḏayyinika and tay.nnika, which seem to be misprints since in the feminine y is unvocalized and the masculine has ungeminated n, while earlier on the author had written explicitly that the distal forms have geminated n (as the -l-indicating remoteness never occurs there, p. 94 and 98). al-hāšimī's forms should most probably be read ḏayinnika/tayinnika (or, less probably, ḏaynnika/taynnika 7 ). Such a three-distance system is also presented in ad-daḤdāḤ (1989) and BuH̱ adūd (1987), with the difference that ad-Daḥdāḥ's distal forms in the oblique cases are clearly ḏayinnika and tayinnika (ad-daḤdāḤ 1989: 96) , while according to BuH̱ adūd, the distal demonstratives have only nominative forms (ḏānnika and tānnika) (BuH̱ adūd 1987: 37 and 39), which, moreover, are characterized as "rarely used" (nādirat al-istiʻmāl, BuH̱ adūd 1987: 39) .
the two-term system of the demonstrative pronouns, mentioned by ḤaSan (see fn. 5), is presented, for instance, in a university textbook by Ṣaqr (n.d.). according to this author, "the kāf indicates that the object is remote", which means that the mere presence of the affix -k-makes a demonstrative distal. an example of it is ḏāka (medial in Ḥasan's system), in which -l-can be added before -k-to result in (apparently synonymous) ḏālika (Ṣaqr n.d.: 119). however, Ṣaqr fails to indicate the dual forms with -k-, from which expanded synonymous forms with -l-could (or not) be formed. the system of the demonstratives in the dual according to Ṣaqr can be represented in the following way: t a b l e 4. Dual demonstratives according to Ṣaqr (n.d.)
From what has been shown so far it can be seen that the dual distal demonstrative pronoun is particular in many respects. Various authors present various systems, some of which are defective: some authors state explicitly that a dual form with an -l- indicating distality does not exist (Ḥasan). In some systems, the dual distal demonstrative has two variants: with -n- and -nn-, which are described as equivalent (Ḥasan) or as forming an opposition medialdistal (al-hāšimī). It should also be noted that the dual distal demonstrative is the only distal demonstrative that inflects for case. perhaps it is this complex situation that accounts for the fact that many arab authors of shorter and simplified descriptions, especially school and academic textbooks, like Ṣaqr, do not mention the problem at all. examples of such fragmentary descriptions include Kitāb an-naḥw (2003 Kitāb an-naḥw ( -2004 , addressed to non-arabic speakers, in which the issue of the dual distal demonstrative is not raised (2003-2004: 27-28) . Similarly, in the chapter on demonstratives in the grammar by Fayyāḍ, only proximal demonstratives are listed (1995: 31-32) . the matter is treated likewise by al- ḤaMādī et al. (1994: 15) and . If the reader of the older but popular compendium by alĠalāyīnī follows the author in that the distal form must be composed of -l- and -k- (2002: 96) , he or she might erroneously deduce that the dual distal form is ḏānlika (which does not exist). unfortunately, the author, adducing only singular forms ḏālika and tilka, does not put the reader right. also in the grammar by ʻaBd al-laṭīF et al. no clear division with respect to distance is made and no full list of demonstratives is given (1997: 27-28).
3. weSteRn DeSCRIptIonS generally, in western descriptions of Ca, the two-distance system is presented. wrigHt speaks of (hā)ḏā as of indicating an object that is near to the speaker (1974: 265), while compound forms with -k- indicate remote objects.
8 the forms of the demonstratives in the dual according to wrigHt (pp. 266-267) can be presented as follows: t a b l e 5. Dual demonstratives according to wright (1974) proximal Distal Masculine Feminine Masculine Feminine
the same system is presented by grandE (2001: 377-378), who adds that forms other than ḏālika, tilka and ulā'ika are rarely used (p. 378), FiscHer (1972: 128) , with a remark that in the singular forms with -lika are preferred, and danEcki (1994: 335-337) , who speaks of simple and compound distal demonstratives (in the dual without and with gemination, respectively).
Many other western descriptions of MSa, or arabic in general, present such a twodistance system but tend to make the forms simpler. In general, the forms of the dual distal demonstratives are: noM ḏānika/ oBl ḏaynika for the masculine and noM tānika/ oBl taynika for the feminine, with no variant with gemination.
9 Such a system is presented by corriente (2002: 111), Holes (2004 : 185), haywood & nahMad (1965 : 81), aBu-cHacra (2007 and el-ayouBi et al. (2003: 69) . By contrast, Buckley indicates only the forms with gemination: noM ḏānnika/ oBl ḏaynnika and noM tānnika/ oBl taynnika (2004: 259). Incomplete descriptions can be found as well: koulougHli (1994: 120) and Badawi et al. (2004: 47) indicate only the nominative forms (ḏānika and tānika), which can misleadingly suggest to the reader that these words do not inflect. ryding says that "the demonstrative of distance" is "rarely used in the dual" and does not indicate these forms (2005: 316) . the issue of dual distal forms is not raised at all in scHultz (2008: 97) .
to sum up, those who consult the books by arab authors, especially school and academic grammars, about the dual form of the distal demonstrative will find contradictory, chaotic or no information there. In general, western sources can be said to be more coherent in treating this issue. It has already been said that the form of the kāf al-ẖiṭāb, i.e. the suffix of the address, reflects the gender and number of the person addressed. thus, when pointing to a singular masculine object, one says ḏāka when addressing one male, ḏāki when addressing one female, ḏākumā when addressing two persons, ḏākum when addressing more than two males and ḏākunna when addressing more than two females. this usage is called by Ḥasan attaṣarruf al-kāmil ('full inflection'), is said to be "the best known and elevated of all usages" (ašhar al-luġāt wa-asmāhā, ḤaSan n.d.: 324, fn. 2) and recommended as "enhancing the clarity of expression and preventing ambiguity" (ziyādat al-īḍāḥ wa-manʻ al-labs). apart from 'full inflection', there is also at-taṣarruf an-nāqiṣ, 'defective inflection', which consists in using forms ending in -ka when the addressee(s) is/are male and forms ending in -ki when the addressee(s) is/are female, irrespective of their number. according to Ḥasan, this kind of inflection is inferior to the former (wa-huwa fī daraǧatihi aqall min al-awwal). Finally, 'absolute non-inflection' (ʻadam at-taṣarruf muṭlaqan) means that for all kinds of addressees the uninflected -ka is employed (p. 324, fn. 2).
let us now consider some pertinent examples from the Qur'ān. the 'full inflection' is exemplified in 1, where the addressee is masculine plural, and in 2, where the addressee is dual (adam and his wife): Full inflection in 1 and 2 and its absence in 3 may be explained by the fact that full inflection was not obligatory in the Quranic language. let us now consider how the issue of inflecting the kāf al-ẖiṭāb is presented in grammars. as it has already been observed, Ḥasan sees in the choice between inflecting and non-inflecting a choice between superior and inferior usage but he treats all of them as acceptable. Similarly, ad-daḤdāḤ says that "purest arabic" (al-afṣaḥ) is to inflect the suffix (1989: 96), which suggests that not to inflect it is arabic too. ʻaBd al-laṭīF et al. write that the suffix may inflect (wa-qad tataṣarraf) or not, in which case it ends in -a (wa-qad lā tataṣarraf wa-talzam al-fatḥ), however, they do not say if this is left to free choice (1997: 29) . By contrast, ʻīd states explicitly that a demonstrative with the kāf al-ẖiṭāb "must agree with the addressee" (waǧaba an yurāʻā […] mā huwa muwaǧǧah ilayhi) (1982: 163) . al-hāšiMī simply informs the reader that the kāf al-ẖiṯāb in-flects (n.d.: 98). also the way how al-Ġalāyīnī (2002: 97) and Ṣaqr (n.d.: 118) write about the use of inflected kāf - "you say" (taqūlu) - suggests that it is obligatory to use full inflection. Similarly, the rule given by al-ǦāriM & aMīn stating that "the kāf agrees (tuṭābiq) with the addressee in all the mentioned [categories, i.e. gender and number]" (n.d.b: 180), suggests that inflection is obligatory. It can thus be said that arab authors either recommend at-taṣarruf al-kāmil or present it as obligatory.
western authors have a different view on this usage, including in Ca, probably because their approach is much more descriptive. to begin with, rEckEndorF observes that the singular form -ka is used even when a number of people is addressed (1921: 289) . Similarly, in wrigHt we read that the form ending in -ka may be "- and in fact usually isemployed, whatever be the sex and number of the persons spoken to " (1974: 266) . FiscHer says that inflected forms are sometimes found in pre-Classical arabic (before the end of the 8th cent.) and adds: "Die Beziehung auf die angeredete person ist jedoch verblaßt" (1972: 128) . grandE mentions that the -ka is inflected "in old texts" (v staryh tekstah) (2001: 378) , without, however, saying if it is always the case or not. as for authors describing specifically MSa, Badawi et al. consider such inflection "largely Qur'anic practice", which is "still followed in highly formal style" (2004: 47). el-ayouBi et al. speak of "Reminiszens der Sprache des korans" sporadically employed in MSa. according to these scholars, authors who use it associate with it a certain emotionalization of the utterance ("eine gewisse emotionalisierung der aussage", 2003: 71). It can be seen that, generally, western arabists agree that this usage is not or never has been obligatory.
the Dual DIStal DeMonStRatIVeS In MSa teXtS
In what follows, examples illustrating the use of the dual forms of the distal demonstrative discussed above in real texts written in MSa are presented.
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First, the use of the masculine ḏānika/ḏaynika and the feminine tānika/taynika in books will be exemplified: all examples in this paper have been gathered in the course of chance reading in MSa literature and searching in google Book Search and websites of selected newspapers. the following web domains of important arabic newspapers have been searched: international.daralhayat.com (al-Ḥayāt), aawsat.com (aš-Šarq al-awsaṭ), ahram.org.eg (al-ahrām), thawra.alwehda.gov.sy (aṯ-Ṯawra), and alrai.com (ar-Ra'y).
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where no sign of gemination (šadda) was given in print, I preferred reading ungeminated forms to geminated ones (ḏānika to ḏānnika etc). this was the case in all the examples adduced here. all the forms illustrated in 4-10 seem to be employed quite rarely, partly because two infrequently occurring situations must meet. First, the object pointed to must be dual, second, it must be treated as remote in some way (by contrast, dual proximal demonstratives are used very often). In my opinion, however, the low frequency of the use of these forms should also be explained in another way, by pointing to the following phenomenon: the demonstratives ḏānika and tānika (and their oblique forms) are replaced by non-canonical forms, viz. ḏālikumā and tilkumā, respectively, which, according to both normative and descriptive accounts, are distal demonstratives for singular masculine and feminine, respectively, used when addressing two persons. In what follows, examples of such usage of ḏālikumā are given, starting with those encountered in books: 'those are the two wings of the culture of development' [al-ahrām] In fact, all the demonstratives ending in -kumā that I have encountered in MSa texts, both books and journalistic texts, are dual distal demonstratives used instead of ḏānika/ ḏaynika or tānika/taynika, and not demonstratives with reference to a dual addressee (except for quotations from the Qur'ān). Since the authors who practise this usage are renowned writers (suffice it to mention ʻabd ar-Raḥman al-kawākibī, Mīẖā'īl nuʻayma, or nawāl as-Saʻdāwī) or journalists writing for most important arabic newspapers, these occurrences are evidently no mistakes. as for chronology, the two earliest occurrences in my (admittedly limited) corpus come from al-kawākiBī'S book written in [1901] [1902] . this means that this non-canonical usage is at least a century old and despite this, to my knowledge, not yet described. perhaps this state of affairs might be explained in terms of grammarians and linguists considering this usage an error, this, however, does not seem convincing. on the contrary, some did note down the very occurrence of it but failed to recognize in it a new phenomenon. thus, my example 18, taken from a novel by nawāl as-Saʻdāwī, was adduced by el-ayouBi et al. (2003: 71) as an example of a demonstrative with inflected -ka, which, according to them, is used by some MSa authors in order to render the utterance more emotional. this means that the role of the suffix -kumā in tilkumā (used in tilkumā l-ʻaynayni 'those two eyes'/'jene beide augen') would be conveying emotionalization. however, in such a case tilkumā could only refer to a plural (impersonal) object, while ʻaynayni is dual. For this sentence, such an emotionalizing (i.e. quasi-dual-addressee) demonstrative pointing to a dual object (al-ʻaynayni 'eyes') would have to be taynikumā (genitive of tānikumā). In reality, -kumā indicates here nothing but the duality of the eyes.
let us now try to describe this new usage of ḏālikumā/tilkumā structurally. to this purpose, the canonical usage of tilkumā exemplified in ca tilkumā š-šaǧarati 'that tree (said to a dual addressee)' in 2, will be compared with the non-canonical usage of tilkumā exemplified in msa tilkumā l-ʻaynayni 'those two eyes' in 18. the comparison, made with respect to what meanings are conveyed by these two demonstratives and which particular segments of theirs - stem or suffix - are responsible for conveying a particular meaning, is shown in table 6. treating the issue diachronically, one can speak of two changes that the classical tilkumā has undergone to acquire its non-canonical function:
1. the suffix -kumā has lost its function of, or ceased to be understood as, indicating the number of the addressee and been reinterpreted as the indicator of the number of the object pointed to (duality of the addressee > duality of the object pointed to). the reference to the addressee has disappeared.
2. the stem of the demonstrative, til-(and ḏāli-in ḏālikumā), has lost its function of indicating both number and gender of the object pointed to and has been reinterpreted as the indicator of its gender only.
It should also be remarked that such non-canonical dual distal demonstratives which end in -kumā indicating the number of the object pointed to constitute formal irregularities within the system. all the remaining distal demonstratives, ḏālika, tilka and ulā'ika, end in -ka and the number of the object they point to is indicated by their stems (ḏāli-, til-, ulā'i-) , not the k-suffixes.
6. ConCluSIon the fact that MSa authors use demonstrative pronouns that are in conflict with Ca and MSa norms generates several questions. First, do these authors use them consciously and intentionally choose not to respect the normative rules and to express themselves differently, possibly in order to overcome the problem of unclear or even contradictory rules and to make things easier? or is the non-canonical usage of demonstratives ending in -kumā rather an unintended error that has become very widespread? to this first question another is linked: what is the status of ḏānika vs. ḏālikumā in the language awareness of the speakers of MSa? educated MSa speakers I consulted on this point know the canonical ḏānika/ tānika and maintain that they use them when necessary, although they admit that they are rare. as for the non-canonical ḏālikumā/tilkumā, the attitudes towards them range from knowing that they are in use but not considering them good arabic to unawareness of such usage, which, however, the discovery having been made, sometimes turns into approval thereof. another question is how widespread this usage is and whether it has gained the upper hand over the canonical one. Furthermore, it could be worth investigating if there is any geographical variation in its use (the texts making up my corpus come only from the east of the arab world). one might also ask if there are authors who use both the set ḏānika/tānika and the set ḏālikumā/tilkumā in the function of the dual distal demonstratives but differentiate somehow between them, rather than there being authors observing classical rules and others practising the non-canonical usage. another question is how this innovation should be taught to students of MSa: whether it should be mentioned in arabic textbooks, passed over, or simply stigmatized as incorrect.
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